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Reelworld Celebrates Diversity in Canadian Animation  
for Black History Month 

An empowering exploration of the past, present and future of Black identity in animation. 
 

 
Toronto - Reelworld is a non-profit arts organization dedicated to giving opportunity to and championing               
Indigenous and racially diverse media artists since 2001. Funded in part by the Government of Canada,                
Reelworld celebrated Black History month with three empowering panels on Animation. Events were free and               
open to the public, taking place at the Bendale, Gerrard/Ashdale and Flemingdon Park Toronto Public               
Libraries, February 13th and 28th 2019. The panels featured Dr. Kristopher Alexander (Humber College),              
Ricardo Curtis (House of Cool) and Caitlyn Salmon (NAN, Animator: Black Panther).  
 
Several surrounding schools (youth aged 8 - 14) braved heavy snowstorms and the bitter cold to gather at the                   
libraries to hear panelists discuss animation, their careers, and their experience of furthering diversity and               
animation in the technology and film industry. Ricardo Curtis, founder of House of Cool - a highly successful                  
Toronto, Canada-based pre-production animation studio, spoke on the lack of diversity in the film industry at                
the start of his career, and how it shaped his career and company. The highly informative and entertaining Dr.                   
Kristopher Alexander of Humber College discussed his Ph.D in video games and had the kids up on their feet,                   
learning in real time and space about the differences between 2D & 3D animation. Dr. Alexander delved into                  
the merits of and opportunities in animation in video games, and answered many questions from his inspired                 
and eager young audience. Caitlyn Salmon spoke on the historical significance of Black Identity in animation,                
her experiences as a female animator entering the film and animation industry, and her hopes for the future                  
of female animators. 
 
A highly engaging experience, the young audience asked questions back and forth with the panelists, and                
learnings and insights were abundant. Stay tuned to Reelworld’s website and social media for video footage                
from the panels! 
 
 

 


